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Abstract
Background
Sea age at  sexual maturation  displays large  plasticity  for wild Atlantic  salmon males  and
varies  between  1-5  years.  This  flexibility  can  also  be  observed  in  domesticated  salmon.
Previous studies have uncovered a genetic predisposition for age at maturity with moderate
heritability, thus suggesting a polygenic nature of this trait. The aim with this study was to
identify  genomic  regions  and  associated  SNPs  and  genes  conferring  age  at  maturity  in
salmon. 
Results
We performed a GWAS using a pool sequencing approach (n=20 per river and trait) of salmon
returning as sexually mature  either  after  one sea winter  (2009) or  after  three sea winters
(2011) in six rivers in Norway. The study revealed one major selective sweep, which covered
76 significant SNP in a 230 kb region of Chr 25. A SNP assay of other year classes of wild
salmon and from cultivated fish supported this finding. The assay in cultivated fish reduced
the haplotype conferring the trait  to a region which covered 4 SNPs of a 2386 bp region
containing the vgll3 gene. 2 of these SNPs caused miss-sense mutations in vgll3. 
Conclusions
This study presents a single selective region in the genome for age at maturation in male
Atlantic  salmon.  The SNPs identified  may be used as  QTLs to prevent  early  maturity  in
aquaculture and in monitoring programs of wild salmon. Interestingly,  the identified  vgll3
gene  has  previously  been  linked  to  time  of  puberty  in  humans,  suggesting  a  conserved
mechanism for time of puberty in vertebrates.
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Background

Both  wild  and  cultured  stocks  of  Atlantic  salmon  (Salmo salar)  show large  genetic  and
phenotypic plasticity for sea age at sexual maturity [1]. Wild salmon males can stay in the sea
from 1-5 years before they initiate sexual maturation and return to their native river to spawn,
while females usually return to the river after 2-3 years in the sea. This plasticity in age of
sexual  maturity,  especially  for males,  can also be observed in  salmon aquaculture,  where
precocious puberty of males has been a major problem due to negative effects on somatic
growth, flesh quality, animal welfare and susceptibility to disease  [1]. Early maturation in
cultured salmon can also increase the risk of further genetic introgression of escaped salmon
in wild populations  [2, 3], as maturing fish will  have a high likelihood of migrating to a
nearby river to spawn, whereas immature fish most likely will migrate to sea where mortality
is large before reaching maturity  [4]. The impact of precocious maturity in farms has been
greatly reduced using continuous light treatment which can override the genetic predisposition
for early puberty  [1]. Further improvement of selective breeding for late puberty is, on the
other hand, hampered as the current production conditions, using continuous light, can mask
genetic traits related to early puberty, making it difficult to gain further improvements of this
trait by classical breeding protocols. In recent years sea temperatures have been higher than
usual  in  Norwegian  waters  [5].  Increased  sea  temperature  can  override  the  effect  of
continuous  light  treatment  in  delaying  maturation,  causing  unwanted  male  precocious
maturation at the postsmolt stage [6], and possibly also increase incidence of unwanted sexual
maturation after one sea winter. Increased water temperatures associated with climate change
therefore demand for better genetic selection programs, in which production fish ultimately
show a more robust genetic trait for late maturation 

It is well known that salmonids display moderately high heritability for sexual maturity [7-11]
and QTLs relating to this trait have been identified [12]. Also three recent papers used SNP
arrays to identify regions under selection for age of sea water return in both an aquaculture
strain using a low density SNP array [15, 16] and wild populations using a high density SNP
array [14]. These three studies revealed multiple regions in the genome which adds to the age
at  maturity  trait.  However,  no  clear  answer  regarding  possible  mechanism/genes/regions
behind time of maturity was revealed. These studies have searched for regions in the genome
under selection using an already defined set of SNPs.  This strategy may fail to identify the
causative SNPs, since these SNPs may not be present on the array [17]. The recent sequencing
of  the  salmon genome enables  fine  tuned selection  with  both  SNP arrays  and especially
genome re-sequencing [13, 14], which gives the opportunity to not only identify novel SNPs,
but  also  indels  and  insertions  in  the  genome  which  may  explain  the  underlying  genetic
mechanisms behind traits [18]. The use of this method in salmon may enable linking of novel
SNPs to regulatory regions and/or genes in the genome to, sea age of maturity trait in salmon.

Many molecules  and pathways are already known to be involved in  the male maturation
process  in  vertebrates.  The brain  pituitary  gonad  axis  (BPG) is  strongly  involved in  this
process  in  vertebrates  and  also  in  fish  [1,  19].  However  it  is  unknown how this  axis  is
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modulated to trigger puberty at different ages. As the Atlantic salmon displays large plasticity
for this trait, it represents an ideal species in which to identify factors that are generally used
by vertebrates to control maturation. Thus, the study of the genetic mechanisms controlling
age of maturation in Atlantic salmon may also provide information that is relevant to general
vertebrate biology. 

This  study  aims  to  elucidate  which  genes  and  genomic  regions  regulate  the  sea  age  of
maturation in male Atlantic salmon. To elucidate the underlying genomic basis of sea age of
maturation in salmon, we used scale samples from wild fish returning to rivers either after 1
year at sea (1SW, 2009) or after 3 years at sea (3SW, 2011) from six rivers in Western Norway
(Figure 1). In each river we used pooled DNA from 20 1SW fish and 20 3SW fish, which in
total gave a material of 240 fish. Each pool was sequenced to a depth of ~12.3 X coverage,
using deep sequencing. Sequenced pools were mapped to the salmon genome and SNP calling
was performed.  Significantly  differing  SNPs  among age-groups were  identified  using  the
Mantel test. Using sliding windows approach we identified a region in chromosome 25 (Chr
25) displaying a dense selection of significant SNPs covering 230 kb. This region was found
to cover three genes (chmp2b, vgll3 and akap11). Interestingly, the identified haplotype Chr
25 were either linked to late or early maturity also in other year-classes (1999, 2004) and in an
aquaculture strain, confirming the importance of this single genomic region in determining
age at maturity in salmon. The aquaculture strain data revealed a shorter haplotype covering
only 4 SNPs found in a  2386 bp region comprising the vgll3 gene.
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Results and Discussion 

To find significant SNPs for the age at maturation in salmon males, we sequenced 20 salmon
per river and sea age (1SW and 3SW). This number of individuals in each pool has been
shown to be a good prerequisite to identify causative SNPs for a trait in  Drosophila [20].
Mapping our data yielded a 12.32X mean coverage (0.24 SE) of unique mapped reads per
river and SW return age (Supplementary Figure 1 and table S1). This coverage is similar to
other  studies  in  vertebrates  including  pig  and  chicken  that  have  successfully  identified
signatures of selection [21, 22]. About 34% of the current genome has not been assigned to
chromosomes, these contigs showed in or data to harbor only 1% of our uniquely mapped
reads (Supplementary Figure 1).  SNP calling  revealed  4326591  SNPs in all  sea ages and
rivers using the chosen analytical criteria. Comparing 1SW and 3SW river traits using the
Mantel  test  with  a  high  threshold  of  significance  (FDR<0.001)  revealed  155 SNPs
significantly associated with sea water age (Figure 2A, Supplementary table S1). 76 (49%) of
these SNPs were found in a limited area Chr 25 (Figure 2A), covering ~230kb (Figure 2B).
Additionally, a spread of single significant SNPs were found in chromosomes 1-7, 9-24 and
27-29, although only three of them showed a significance above –log (10) in Chr 12, Chr 17
and Chr 21 (Figure 1A). In a previous QTL study for precocious parr maturation the trait was
shown to be linked to Chr 12 [23]. Chr 12 has also been associated with sea age at maturation
in another study [24]. In a genome wide association study (GWAS) in Atlantic salmon, using a
6.5 kb SNP chip, grilsing was found to be weakly linked to both Chr 12 and Chr 25  [15].
From our data we conclude that in Western Norway there seems to be one single selective
sweep in Chr 25 for age of maturation while other regions in the genome might contribute to a
lesser degree. This is in contrast to earlier reports showing a polygenic nature of this trait,
with contributions from several genomic regions [15, 16, 24]. However, one previous model
based study have also suggested that time of maturation could be regulated by a stable genetic
polymorphism which is in accordance with our finding[25].

To  identify  individual  genotypes  associated  with  the  age  at  maturity  revealed  by  the
sequencing pools, we applied sequenom analysis for 11 of the most significant SNPs in the
selective sweep found in Chr 25 (Supplementary table S2). Sequenom data revealed allele
frequencies  which  to  a  large  extent  explained  1SW and  3SW traits  for  all  of  the  SNPs
(Supplementary Figure 2). To identify haplotypes in the 11 assayed SNPs we performed a
genotype assay on all samples used in our GWAS [26]. This analysis revealed two dissimilar
haplogroups  comprising  11  haplotypes in  one  block  (Figure  3A).  One  and  five  of  these
haplotypes showed significant association with either maturing early or late respectively. This
data confirmed our finding in the pool sequencing and further supported the strength of this
haplotype in determining the trait. 

In  samples  from the  pool  sequencing  we identified  the  genetic  sea-age  trait  in  the  same
yearclass  (2008).  These  fish  could  possibly  have  been  exposed  to  similar  environmental
conditions in these years, therefore showing a selection for those conditions as postulated by
several previous studies in salmon [27-29]. To investigate this theory we assayed genotypes in
other year classes: 1999 for Eidselva and 2004 for Suldalslågen. Allele frequencies for the 11
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assayed  SNPs  showed  correlation  to  either  1SW or  3SW trait  (Supplemental  Figure  3).
Haplotype analysis  of other year classes again revealed two haplogroups for the 11 SNPs
assayed in Chr25 (Figure 3B). One of the haplotypes showed significant correlation to the
1SW trait. This specific variant was also found in the original year class of 2009 (Figure 3A),
where it was associated to the 1SW trait. The 3SW trait was significantly represented by one
haplotype, which was also found to be the most significant haplotype identified among the
significant haplotypes found in the 2009 year class. This experiment clearly showed a strong
single genetic predisposition for sea age at maturation independent of year class in wild fish in
Western Norway.  

Age  at  maturity  can  be  significantly  altered  in  salmon  by  modulating  both  light  and
temperature  [1, 30, 31]. As a consequence, current aquaculture production methods include
the use of constant light to inhibit maturation. However, in turn, this means that selection for a
genetic predisposition to mature late in life has been relaxed since the early 90s, when light
regimes became part of the standard rearing procedure. We were interested to see how much
the identified genetic trait was contributing to the age of maturation in captive fish since wild
fish live in a more diverse environment that may trigger time of puberty in another way. To
assay the linkage between age at maturity in an aquaculture strain, we sampled DNA from
maturing fish from four different families of the MOWI strain. The MOWI strain has been in
aquaculture for at least 10 generations, has been selected for a variety of traits, and displayed
significantly increased growth rates compared to wild salmon strains [32-34]. This strain was
obtained from a combination of large salmon from Western Norway in 1969 and has been
bred using a four year life cycle. The breeding company has thereby probably increased the
allele frequency for the late maturity trait. In this experiment, fish were grown under natural
light conditions in marine cages where males were naturally maturing after 1, 2 or 3 or more
years  in  sea water.  Haplotype  analysis  of  these fish (n=97) revealed  a  shorter  haplotype,
consisting only of the first four SNPs assayed, covering only 2386 bp in the 5’ end of the
region assayed (Figure 3C, Supplemental Figure 4). This analysis revealed two significant
haplogroups which could explain late maturity or early maturity, respectively. The data clearly
demonstrated  that  time  of  puberty  can  be  explained  by  SNPs  in  this  region  also  in  an
aquaculture strain. 

The  above  mentioned  experiments  clearly  show  that  the  selective  sweep  in  Chr25
significantly contributes to the age at maturity both in wild and domesticated salmon. Gene
prediction  in this  area revealed  three genes;  charged multivesicular  protein 2B (chmp2B),
vestigial like protein 3 (vgll3) and a-kinase anchor protein 11 (akap11, Figure 2A). From the
analysis  of  cultivated  salmon we could  decrease  the area  of  selection  to  a  2.4 kb region
covering only vgll3. This region contained two missense mutations in vgll3; at aa 54 and aa
323. In all fish having the 3SW haplotype these missense mutations led to amino acid changes
Thr  and  Lys  in  3SW while  in  1SW fish  they  were  represented  by  a  Met  and  an  Asp
respectively. Our analysis could not conclude whether these missense mutations are causative
for the time of maturity trait, but since they occurred consistently together in the material it is
likely that they are. It is also known from other studies that co-occurring amino acid changes
can confer a phenotype under selection [35]. The Vgll3 protein function as a cofactor for the
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TEAD family of transcription factors [36] (Figure 2B). The transcription factor binding region
(tondu) in aa105-aa134 in Vgll3 does  not  cover  any of  the aa changes  discovered which
means that any direct binding changes are less likely to occur in either 1SW or 3SW fish. It is
difficult to predict how these amino acid changes affect the protein. To this point we cannot
elucidate whether it is these missense mutations or other SNPs outside coding regions which
confer the trait. 

In humans the VGLL3 protein has been linked to the age at  maturity  by a SNP in close
proximity of the gene [37], this strengthens our notion that the salmon Vgll3 protein is also
involved in the age of puberty in fish. Regarding the function of this protein in controlling age
of maturation, it is known that Vgll3 is involved in the inhibition of adipocyte differentiation
in mouse [38]. Likewise changes in fat metabolism may be causative for changes in the age of
maturation, since increased adiposity has previously been linked to maturation in salmon [39-
42].  In  other  studies  in  rodent  testis,  Vgll3  transcipts  have  been  associated  to  regulated
expression during early stages of steroidogenesis in the embryonal testis [43], which may link
this proteins function to time of testis maturation. Further functional studies of this protein
and regions around will confirm if the previous study in humans and our study actually links
this protein to time of puberty in vertebrates.

The most significant SNPs identified in this study covered the Vgll3 protein but also many of
the other significant SNPs covered the two neighboring genes in the salmon genome; chmp2B
and akap11 (Figure 2B). Akap11 also contained a missense mutation which translates to a Val
in 1SW and a Met in 3SW at aa 214. AKAP11 is involved in compartmentalization of cyclic
AMP-dependent protein kinase (PKA). The missense mutation in AKAP11 is not located to
any of the known functional domains related to PKA [44]. AKAP 11 has been shown to be
highly expressed in elongating spermatocytes and mature sperm in human testis. This protein
is also believed to contribute to cell cycle control in both germ cells and somatic cells. There
are no reports clearly linking this protein to age of maturation but future functional studies
will reveal if that is the case.  Chmp2B did not contain any missense mutations but many
significant SNPs were in proximity of the gene. This is a protein belonging to a complex
molecule  which is  involved in  endocytosis  of  proteins  that  need to  be broken down  [45]
(Figure 2B). In humans this protein is known to be essential for the survival of nerve cells and
is linked to both dementia and ALS [46-48]. Whether, this protein is involved in the regulation
of puberty remains to be elucidated. However, it is well known that the neural system works
as a gate keeper in controlling age of puberty also in fish [49]. 

Could there be a balancing selection process ongoing, in which under some conditions makes
it beneficial to mature late or early? This could possibly depend on both the conditions in the
sea and in the river for example temperature and food accessibility at feeding grounds. A
previous study has shown that males maturing late grow faster in their first year at sea [50].
Interestingly there is an inverse relationship between Vgll3 protein expression in fat and body
weight in mouse [38], possibly linking this region to metabolic functions of the fish. It is also
known that there have been dramatic shifts in fractions of 1SW, 2SW and 3SW in later years
in Western Norway[51] which further implies that changing environmental conditions in the
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sea, influences growth rates which therefore influences fat deposition and therefore triggering
the maturation differences. This implies that in some years it may be very beneficial to have
one trait in the sea but in other years a different trait is favored. 

Conclusions
In this study we have performed a GWAS by genome re-sequencing, with the aim to find one
region  in  the  genome  which  regulates  age  of  maturation  in  male  Atlantic  salmon.  By
investigating  male  fish  which  mature  late  or  early  from 6  rivers  in  Western  Norway we
demonstrated that the genetic trait for maturity was strongly associated with one locus in the
salmon  genome  at  Chr25.  This  haplotype  can  be  used  in  selective  breeding  to  identify
individuals with the late maturation trait, thereby possibly reducing the incidence of negative
phenotypes associated with early maturation of males in salmon aquaculture. This study also
shows that both 1SW and 3SW trait haplotypes are under strong selection in Atlantic salmon
in Western Norway, and may also be implemented in surveillance of wild salmon populations
in  the  face  of  changing  environmental  conditions  such  as  increased  sea  temperatures.
Interestingly, this study also demonstrates, together with a previous study in humans, that the
vgll3 gene or regulatory regions surrounding this is involved in regulating age of maturation
in vertebrates.
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Materials and Methods
Samples and sampling
The private environmental surveillance company in Bergen Rådgivende Biologer AS
(http://www.radgivende-biologer.no/default.aspx?pageId=81)  collected  scale  samples  from
game fishing of adult wild Atlantic salmon for the rivers assayed in Western Norway. These
rivers were Eidselva, Gloppenelva, Flekke, Årdalselva, Suldalslågen and Vorma (see Figure
1). To minimize the potential influence of environmental variation on the age of maturation in
this material, we used fish from the same year class and therefore 1 sea winter (SW) fish were
collected as adults in these rivers in 2009, and 3SW as adults in rivers in 2011. Each river was
represented by 20 1SW and 20 3SW males. For the sequenom SNP assay, we included two
other year classes of fish, one from Eidselva and one from Suldalslågen. From Eidselva we
got  scales  from  20  1SW  males  from  year  2000  and  8  3SW  males  from  2002.  From
Suldalslågan we got male scales from 14 1SW fish from year 2005 and 14 3SW males from
2007.  
In addition to samples of wild salmon captured in rivers, we investigated age of maturation in
four full sibling families of domesticated salmon from the Norwegian Mowi strain maturing at
either  1SW, 2SW or older.  These fish were obtained from an ongoing study at  the Matre
Aquaculture station where they were reared in marine cages without the use of continuous
light. We sampled fin clips from a total of 97 fish maturing at different ages in the sea. The
four families consisted of 36, 24, 13 and 24 fish per family (Supplementary Figure S4). 

DNA extraction and PCR-based sdY test
DNA from selected individuals was purified from 2 to 3 scales using Qiagen DNeasy Blood
and Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) following the manufacturer´s protocols. Following
Eisbrenner  et  al.  (2014),  sex  of  all  samples  used  herein  was  validated  by  a  PCR-based
methodology aimed to detect the presence of the sdY gene [52, 53]. Briefly, any individual
showing exon 2 and exon 4 amplicons was designated as male. As a PCR quality control, we
used the presence of the 5S rRNA that provides species identification capabilities based on the
the  total  lenght  of  the  amplicon  [54].  PCR amplifications  were  performed using  reaction
mixtures containing approximately 50 ng of extracted AS DNAtemplate, 10 nM Tris–HCl pH
8.8, 1.5 mM MgCl2,50 mM KCl, 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.35 uM of each primers, 0.5 Units of
DNA Taq Polymerase (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) and 250 uM of each dNTP in a final
volume of 20 uL. PCR products were visualized in 3% agarose gels. Prior to deep sequencing
of  DNA samples,  all  fish  were  screened  for  their  genetic  sex  [52,  53].  Genetic  analysis
revealed that many of the 3SW fish had been wrongly assessed as males when caught in the
river.  This  is  due  to  that  fish  are  not  opened  upon  capture,  and  that  distinct  sexual
characteristics in Atlantic salmon arrive later in the reproductive season than when fish were
caught by angling (May-Sept). 
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Deep sequencing and mapping

After fluorometric quantification of DNA, equal amounts of DNA from ten males from each
replicate were combined into a pool for sequencing. Paired-end libraries were generated using
the Genomic DNA Sample Preparation Kit (Illumina, CA, USA) and then sequenced on the
Illumina  HiSeq2000  platform  (Illumina,  CA,  USA).  Sequencing  was  performed  at  the
Norwegian Sequencing center (https://www.sequencing.uio.no/, Oslo, Norway). In each lane
sequenced we used pools of 10 fish from each sea age and river which made a total of 24
lanes sequenced in the whole experiment (6 rivers, 2 replicates per sea age). The sequence
data has been deposited at SRA with bioproject number PRJNA293012.  Raw sequencing was
obtained  in  FastQ  files,  this  data  were  quality  trimmed  with  Cutadapt
(https://pypi.python.org/pypi/cutadapt/,  http://dx.doi.org/10.14806/ej.17.1.200).  Before
quality trimming we peformed FASTQc quality control on raw sequencing was performed,
none  of  the  sequenced  libraries  showed  a  quality  score  below  20
(http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/).   All  libraries  were  therefore
approved for further analysis. All libraries were mapped to the most recent salmon genome
release  (Acc.  No.  AGKD0000000.4)  using  Bowtie  2  (http://bowtie-
bio.sourceforge.net/bowtie2/index.shtml, [55]). 

SNP calling and statistical analysis of significant SNPs
Replicate datasets were merged using samtools merge (v. 0.1.19-96b5f2294a) so that each
river was represented by a single bam file containing 1SW reads, and a another bam file
containing 3SW reads  [56]. Each file had ~12.3 x coverage (Supplementary Figure S1). A
mpileup file was generated using samtools mpileup and was converted to a sync file for use
with the PoPoolation2 package (build 201, 24. feb 2015) [57]. Minimum mapping quality and
base quality was set to 20 for both criteria to remove reads with ambiguous mapping and to
only analyze high quality sequence positions. SNPs with different allele frequencies between
1SW and 3SW samples were identified using the CMH-test (cmh-test.pl) as implemented in
the PoPoolation2 package. The parameters min-count, min-coverage and max-coverage were
set  to  10,  5  and 100,  respectively.  A false  discovery  rate  filter  as  described  in  [58] was
implemented and using R custom scripts. False discovery rate was set to alpha = 0.001 with a
cutoff value of 7.27. We only considered SNPs having coverage between 7 and 42 in each
merged sample of 20 fish to avoid bias due to the assembly and mapping (95% percentile).

To provide additional support for the identified SNPs, FST values were estimated by merging
all 1SW and all 3SW bam files to produce single 1SW and 3SW bam files, both with ~120 x
coverage. The samtools mpilup command was used followed by the conversion from mpileup
to sync format. The FST calculations were made using the FST software of the PoPoolation2
package (fst-sliding.pl) using every nucleotide position, with min-count, min-coverage, max-
coverage and pool-size set to 20, 5, 400 and 120, respectively.

Genome annotation 
Augustus gene prediction  software was trained using PASA gene candidates,  by mapping
salmon ESTs from NCBI to the salmon genome assembly with PASA [59, 60]. The Augustus
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de novo gene prediction contained coding sequences without UTRs. The genes were validated
by RNASeq mapping and annotated with Swissprot.

Sequenom assays
The sequenome assay was designed and run on a  Sequenom MassARRAY analyser  (San
Diego, CA, USA). The 11 most significant SNPs in the 230 kb region identified in Chr25
(indicated in Figure 2B, listed in Supplementary table S1). Primers and extension primers are
found in Supplementary table S2.
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Figure Legends

Figure 1. Geographical location of salmon rivers used. Map of Norway and a magnification
of Western Norway showing rivers used in the experiment. Rivers selected; three rivers in the
North of Western Norway Eidselven, Gloppenelven and Flekkeelven and three rivers in the
south Western Norway Suldalslågen, Vormo and Årdalselven.

Figure 2. Identification of a selective region conferring time of maturity in Atlantic salmon.
(A) Manhattan plot showing the genomic region under selection covering significant SNPs
identified  in  the  whole  genome analysis.  The X axis  presents  genomic  coordinates  along
chromosome 1-29 in  Atlantic  salmon.  On the Y axis  the negative  logarithm of the SNPs
associated P-value is displayed.  All SNPs found above the solid horizontal dotted line in the
plot  shows  SNPs  which  are  significantly  associated  with  the  trait  (FDR<0.001).  (B)
Description of the 230 kb region (28550-28780 kb), plotted on the X axis covering the 76
significants SNPs identified in Chr 25. The SNPs are marked in black dots in the plot. The 8
larger black dots together with the 3 larger squared black dots demarcate those SNPs which
were genotyped with the sequenom analysis. The squared dots also indicate those SNPs which
confer a missense mutation in either vgll3 or akap11. Below the plot, genomic organization of
the three genes found in the region is illustrated. The dashed line within the plot indicates the
threshold for significance for significant SNPs (FDR<0.001). On the left positive y-axis the
negative logarithm of the SNPs associated P-value is displayed. Below on the negative y-axis
depth of sequencing in identified regions is demarcated. The x-axis is showing the location of
the region in the Chr 25 and covers 28550-28780 kb. The grey area around the  vgll3 gene
demarcates the shorter selective region discovered in the cultivated strain.

Figure 3 Haplotype frequencies in different yearclasses and I year class 2008. (A) Haplotype
frequency associated with either 1SW (black bars) or 3SW (dark grey bars) in male Atlantic
salmon for  6  rivers  in  Western  Norway from year  class  2008.  (B)  Historical  Haplotypes
frequencies associated with either, 1SW (black bars) or 3SW (dark grey bars) in male Atlantic
salmon in year classes 1999 from Eidselva and 2004 from Suldalslågen yearclass 2004. (C)
Haplotypes frequencies linked to time of maturity in the cultivated MOWI strain maturing
either after 1 (black bars), 2 (grey bars) or 3(dark grey bars) or more years in sea water. This
analysis identified a shorter haplotype block than in previous studies, covering only 4 of the
SNPs in the 5’ region of the block. In all graphs,  the X axis indicates frequency of that trait
for the identified haplotype, while the Y axis presents the haplotype block obtained from the
genotype assay. * Indicates that the haplotype was significantly linked to the trait. The bold
base in the haplotype is indicating a missense mutation.
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Supplemental Material

Sequenced pool material submitted to SRA (Bioproject number PRJNA293012)

Supplementary Figure 1. (A)Average number of uniquely mapped sequences (y-axis) on 
each chromosome (x-axis) with +/-SEM. Scaffolds refers to contigs not assigned to 
chromosomes in the current genome assembly. (B)  Average genome coverage. The x axis is 
showing read depth in all pooled samples +/-SEM. The y axis is showing average percent in 
the genome covered. 

Supplementary Figure 2. Individual SNP frequency in rivers assayed in yearclass 2008 for 
fish returning after 1SW (green bars) and 3SW (blue bars). These SNPs are indicated by the 
coordinate shown on the y-axis. This coordinate directly link them to the SNPs indicated in 
Figure 2B. Above each bar the number genotyped fish is indicated, in all these fish the allele 
frequency was measured.

Supplementary Figure 3. Individual SNP frequency in Eidselva yearclass 1999 and 
Suldalslågen yearclass 2004 for fish returning after 1SW (green bars) and 3SW (blue bars). 
These SNPs are indicated by the coordinate shown on the y-axis. This coordinate directly link
them to the SNPs indicated in Figure 2B.Individual SNP frequency in Eidselva yearclass 1999
and Suldalslågen yearclass 2004 for fish returning after 1SW and 3SW. Above each bar the 
number genotyped fish is indicated, in all these fish the allele frequency was measured.

Supplementary Figure 4. Individual SNP frequency found in farmed salmon (MOWI strain)
strains, maturing either after 1SW (green bars), 2SW (yellow bars) or after 3SW or more in
sea water (blue bars). These SNPs are indicated by the coordinate shown on the y-axis. This
coordinate directly link them to the SNPs indicated in Figure 2B. Above each bar the number
genotyped fish is indicated, in all these fish the allele frequency was measured.

Supplementary Table S1. Table of significant SNPs, alleles and genomic location
Supplemental Table S2. Primers and extension primers listed for the Sequenom assay
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